UBS Center Advisory Board Meeting 2019

Workshop on Saturday, 22 June 2019

9:15 – 10:45 Gender Economics

Marianne Bertrand: Breaking the Glass Ceiling? The Effect of Board Quotas on Female Labor Market Outcomes in Norway

Nir Jaimovich: The End of Men

10:45 – 11:15 Coffee

11:15 – 13:30 Experience, Cultural Change, and Economic Behavior

Ulrike Malmendier: Scarred Consumption

Guilherme Lichand: The Psychological Effects of Poverty on Children’s Human Capital Investments

Raquel Fernandez: Coming Out in America

13:30 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 16:45 Political Economy

David Yanagizawa-Drott: Contagious Extremism: Nazi Marches and Radical Voting

Ernst Fehr: Social Preferences and Redistributive Politics

Alberto Alesina: Immigration and redistribution

Place: Schönberggasse 1, 8001 Zürich – SOF-G-21